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About the artist
On Janice Peacock’s first day of school, the other 
children told her that she was black. She wondered what 
that meant. Janice and her seven brothers and sisters 
grew up in Brisbane, more than two thousand kilometres 
away from their language group, the Meriam Mir people 
of the Torres Strait Islands. Janice visited the Islands 
for the first time when she was 45 years old. Welcomed 
and embraced by her extended family, Janice wrote ‘it is 
good to be black.’ 

Start at home 
Recycled weaving 
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image Janice Peacock, Meriam Mir people, Torres Strait Islands, born 1955, Mareeba, North Queensland, Crocodile crate, from the series Ailan Crates and Traits in the Straits, 
2004, Brisbane, plastic bags, seagrass, raffia, rope, string, wire, paint, Queensland emu feathers, bamboo skewers, shells, Erub Island/Torres Strait seedpods, Papua New 
Guinean wooden spear, linoleum, 127.0 x 97.0 x 57.0 cm (irreg.); South Australian Government Grant 2005, Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide, © Janice Peacock.

‘Back down here on the mainland,  
we long for our island home… the Island we are 

descendants of, is not spoken of or known.’
- Janice Peacock, from Christine Anu and Me, 2000

About the work
Janice’s art explores her identity as a Torres Strait 
Islander with a mainland city upbringing. This series  
of sculptures is called Ailan Crates and Traits in 
the Straits. The word Ailan refers to Ailan Kastom 
(island custom): the values, language and culture of 
Torres Strait Islander people. Janice has used Ailan 
decorative techniques to transform a shopping trolley 
into a fierce crocodile face inspired by traditional 
ceremonial masks. Seagrass, raffia and emu feathers 
are interwoven with cut-up plastic shopping bags, 
pulling urban and island cultures together. 



We would love to see your work! Ask your parent or carer to post a photo on Instagram and tag the Art Gallery of South Australia.  
Or you can email your photo to us at public.programs@artgallery.sa.gov.au

@agsa.adelaide   #agsastart

Materials you need 
  a clean recycled container  

(paper cup, yogurt tub etc)

 3 plastic bags in different colours

 scissors

 a ruler

 a permanent texta

 sticky tape

 an adult to help with cutting 

Create your own  
Recycled weaving
1 Start by cutting the plastic bags into yarn for weaving. Flatten 

a bag with your hands until it’s as smooth as possible, then cut 
off the bottom and the handles, leaving a long plastic tube. 

2  Lay the tube lengthways, with the open ends at the sides. 
Rule vertical lines along the tube, about 3cm apart. Carefully 
cut along these lines. You should now have a lot of plastic 
loops. Snip each loop once to make a long, flat strip.

3 Repeat with the other plastic bags, then tie all the strips 
together, alternating colours. Roll your plastic yarn into a ball.   

4 Now rule vertical lines on your recycled cup or tub. Draw 5 
lines on a small tub, 7 or 9 on a bigger one. It needs to be an 
odd number, so double check your lines! Carefully cut along 
the lines, almost to the bottom of the container – leaving the 
base intact. 

5 Tape the end of your yarn to the base so it stays in place. 
Now weave the yarn through the container strips: over the 
first, under the second, over the third, and so on. Push your 
weaving downwards as you go. If you run out of yarn, make 
some more and tie it on.

6 Keep going around and around until the whole container is 
covered, crinkly and colourful! Snip off and tape down the 
end of your yarn to finish. 

Take it further
Find something else in your home to 

decorate with wound and woven yarn: 

a wire mesh fence, rubbish bin or bike 

basket, or an old pasta strainer…

Decorate another container, alternating 

the plastic yarn with wool, string or 

natural fibres like raffia. How could you 

add a fluffy fringe? 
Crocodile Crate is part of our online Collection: 
 https://bit.ly/38cD21p
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